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Abstract 
 
The Canadian Light Source (CLS) is a third generation synchrotron facility and has operated the storage ring 
in decay mode since opening. Before storage ring operations switch to Top-Up mode the accelerator bulk 
shielding and beamline optical enclosures must be re-evaluated to ensure any accident scenario delivers less 
than the 1mSv dose maximum to any personnel present as required by the licence to operate. The FLUKA 
simulation code, which will be relied on to evaluate some of the worst case events, was subject to a 
benchmarking test to compare the predicted doses to what was measured.   
 
 
Introduction 
 
The Canadian Light Source (CLS) is a third generation synchrotron facility which has been open for users 
since May 2005. The CLS intends to switch the storage ring operations to Top-Up mode in the near future so 
that the beamlines may operate on a continual basis without interruptions for shutter closed injections and the 
accompanying break in thermal equilibrium of beamline components. The original safety report for the 
facility clearly established that the bulk shielding throughout the building is effective at mitigating the 
radiation hazard when shutter closed injections are performed and the worst accident event under these 
conditions would deliver less than the 1mSv dose maximum to any personnel. Before Top-Up operations 
commence this safety analysis requires re-evaluation to ensure any changes introduced by injecting into the 
storage ring with shutters open do not result in a scenario where the 1mSv dose limit could be exceeded 
during a single beam loss event.   

To determine if Top-Up operation would be safe the highest risk radiation events (even if they may be the 
least likely) were identified and these occurrences modeled using FLUKA and when possible measured 
during machine development shifts where the accelerator operators deliberately steered the beam to the worst 
case location[1, 2]. However, because the position of impact and/or direction at impact could not be 
reasonably relied upon for some locations it was impossible to guarantee that the measured radiation levels 
during the accident event test were indeed the worst case where the bremsstrahlung shower was directed 
precisely down the narrow beamline fixed mask opening. As such the FLUKA Monte Carlo results would 
need to be relied upon to make the safety case and thus it was prudent to perform a suitable test case to 
compare Monte Carlo predictions with measured values.  

 

Discussion 

The simple test case chosen for gaining confidence in the FLUKA Monte Carlo results for the beamline 
analysis was using a beam stop at the end of an injection LINAC. The LINAC configuration for the radiation 
measurements was for 250MeV electrons and an average current of 4.62nA. The LINAC was active with 
these settings for the 5 minute duration of the radiation measurement. This resulted in a total charge of 
4.62nA x 300s = 1.39mC or 8.65e12 electrons incident on the beam stop. The radiation around the beam stop 
was measured using the same optically stimulated luminescence dosimeters that are used throughout the 
building and are on the beamline outer hutch walls as Passive Area Radiation Monitors (PARM) and were in 
a configuration as shown in Fig. 1. A total of 28 PARMs were used in the measurement which covered the 
top, bottom, and both sides of the beam stop with 7 PARMs each. To ensure the accuracy of the FLUKA 
beam property parameters a measurement of the electron beam position incident on the beam stop was 
performed to determine any up – down, and inboard – outboard asymmetry using radiographic film which 
was sensitive up to 1kGy, and to roughly measure the extents of the electron beam. It was determined that 
electrons were arriving at the beam stop with a 1.5mm upwards bias and a 3mm outboard bias (see Fig. 2). 
The approximate size of the electron beam was confirmed to be about 5mm in diameter.  



 

Fig. 1 - Placement of the PARMs on the beam stop. 

 
 

 

Fig. 2 - Position measurement of the incident electrons arriving at the beam stop.  

The FLUKA beam inputs were set to match with a 1.5mm positive vertical bias and a 3mm outboard bias, a 
250MeV electron beam energy, 1% momentum spread, a flat and rectangular horizontal and vertical beam 
shape, and no angular divergence. The Monte Carlo geometry of the LINAC exit window and beam stop was 
created according to the design specifications where available, or measured directly, or estimated (see Fig.3). 
None of the other LINAC components or accelerator hall walls or features were added as they would only 
contribute as secondary scatter sources and leaving out this array of adjacent objects kept the geometry 
simple.     
 



 

Fig. 3 – Geometry of the exit window of the LINAC and the beam stop target in FLUKA 

 
  
 
The dimension of the LINAC exit window, which could not be removed for exact measuring, was estimated 
as a 750mm thick aluminum window. An exactly 500mm thick phosphorus window, which was removed 
and measured with calipers, provided fluorescence light for the accelerator operators to visually see the 
electron beam alignment when leaving the LINAC beam transport pipe. The geometry of the beam stop 
included the positions of the PARMs, which was a row of seven on top, on the bottom, and along both sides. 
The main components of the beam stop were the tungsten puck at the face of the beam stop and the large 
aluminum cylindrical body.     
 
The recent version of FLUKA (2011.2c.5) and Flair (2.2-5) were used for the Monte Carlo simulation [3]. 
The “New-Defaults” were used in the setup with a photonuclear physics card set to all energies, as well as, a 
“LAM-Bias” card for photons with a hadron inelastic interaction bias factor of 0.02. The scoring and 
estimation of radiation dose values was done using “USRBIN” set to “DOSE-EQ” for the positions along the 
top, bottom, and both sides of the beam stop where the PARMs were located. To separate the different dose 
contributions from the total equivalent dose the “AUXSCORE” card was used three times for photons, 
neutrons, and electrons. The energy spectrum of the photons, neutrons, and electrons were recorded at the 
upstream vertical position of the beam stop using “USRTRACK” and “AUXSCORE” to check what range of 
dose conversion values should have been used.   

   
Results 
 
To plot the FLUKA results with the measured values from the optically stimulated luminescence dosimeters 
a scaling factor was needed as the values reported by Landauer were in mSv and the values given by FLUKA 
in pSv per primary [4]. Using the estimated number of incident electrons over the 5 minute exposure of 
8.65e12 and a unit conversion factor of 1.0e-9 to go from pSv to mSv the FLUKA values were put into the 
same units as the measured data. Landauer was contacted regarding the errors in their dose estimates and 
indicated that for this particular measurement there was a 21% uncertainty for photons to get a 95% 
confidence value, and for neutrons there was a 24% uncertainty to get 95% confidence. The FLUKA 
predictions after processing 4 million primaries had less than 1% error for the upstream positions and a 
maximum of 8% error for the most downstream positions. During the Monte Carlo runs the FLUKA anterior 
posterior dose conversion coefficients were used as they resulted in values the closest to the PARM numbers, 
but a scaling factor of 1.5 for photon dose was required to better approximate the dose conversion weighting 
used in the Landauer algorithm. For these settings the dose results are within error for almost all of the 
measured and predicted values and are shown in Fig. 4, where the values are plotted in the direction of the 
electron beam and the zero position is the front face of the beam stop.  
 



 
 

Fig. 4 – Comparison of the FLUKA dose predictions with PARM dose measurements. The top of the beam stop is shown 
in A), the bottom by B), the inboard side by C), and the outboard side by D)  

 

The energy spectrum of photons and neutrons simulated by FLUKA for the first PARM position on the top 
of the beam stop are shown in Fig. 5. The energy spectrum of electrons is not included as they were 
determined not to significantly contribute to the total equivalent dose.  
 

 
Fig. 5 - Monte Carlo analysis of the secondary particles produced from the incident 250MeV electrons on the 
beam stop, A) energy distribution of photons, B) energy distribution of neutrons  

 
 
 



 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
A suitable FLUKA Monte Carlo software configuration was identified which provided a close approximation 
to the radiation measured by PARMs for 250MeV electrons and the associated interaction cascades. Using 
exactly the same configuration and process other radiation predictions for the facility, like beamlines under 
Top-Up conditions, will be simulated and the results relied upon to guide safety decisions.   
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